
How Clipper Grew LP Holders Over 20% with Raleon’s 

Action Prompts

Clipper’s Unique FMM Model Offers Better 

Yield with Less Risk

Overview

A case study on how the Raleon platform helped this DEX drive 

marketing efficiency and growth with a targeted engagement 

campaign.

Liquidity is essential to any successful decentralized exchange (DEX). Deep liquidity enables 

tight spreads, fast trades, and the overall seamless functioning of the system’s automated 

market making between buyers and sellers. For all DEX’s, increasing liquidity is a core enabler 

of growth and profitability.

Clipper, a decentralized exchange, takes a novel approach 

to generating revenue from trading, generating yield not 

from trading fees but from a more optimized portfolio 

management strategy in their pools, eliminating 

impermanent loss and generating consistently attractive 

yields compared to competitors.



Given the importance of liquidity to all DEX’s and Clipper’s 

unique product differentiation in the market, the 

continuous challenge for Clipper’s marketing team is to 

grow the number of LP holders in this highly competitive 

segment of DeFi.


“With Raleon, we 

were able to dig 

into Clipper user 

data and perform 

surgical 

interventions that 

had an outsized 

effect.”



Mark Lurie, CEO


Shipyard Software



To solve this challenge, Clipper engaged Raleon, a Web3 Marketing Platform that provides 

analytics and engagement tools for marketers to better understand and engage their existing 

and prospective LP customers with insights and targeting from both Web2 and Web3 data.



With the Raleon platform, Clipper quickly built targeted user profiles, attributing the source of 

the user, their path through the Clipper website and dApp, and their on-chain activity together 

into one comprehensive view. Each profile was further segmented based on competition, 

propensity to convert, and existing acquisition and retention data made possible through 

Raleon. With this deep user understanding, Clipper was ready to take action with a new 

campaign of personalized offers tailored to each user segment.

With these new insights, Clipper used the Raleon platform to launch a new marketing 

campaign targeting these exact prospects based on their on-chain and Web2 behaviors. As 

these users came to Clipper’s site and dApp, Raleon identified each user and presented the 

personalized offer based on their segmentation. The results speak for themselves. 



Over the course of just one week, Clipper increased the number of liquidity providers 20.3%, 

a 17.1% improvement over the baseline growth rate. 18% of prospects engaged with the 

campaign, a rate that is certain to increase as the Clipper team continues optimizing the 

offer, copy, and call-to-action. Even more impressive, these results came without any ad 

spend or top-of-funnel investment. Raleon’s targeting and engagement tools drove massive 

efficiency gains in the marketing funnel, and Clipper’s differentiated product offering did the 

rest.



If you’d like to learn more about how the Raleon Marketing Platform can improve your 

marketing, you can  or learn more at  schedule a demo here www.raleon.io


Enter Raleon
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https://www.raleon.io/web3-marketing/
http://www.raleon.io

